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On cohomological periodicity for infinité groups

Olympia Talelli

Introduction

The phenomenon of cohomological periodicity for finite groups has long been
understood. Hère we introduce the notion of "a group G having period q after
k-steps" so as to allow infinité groups to hâve periodic cohomology. The
définition is given in terms of a projective resolution of G and, as expected, it is

équivalent to having the functors Hn(G, -) and Hn+q(G, -) naturally isomorphic
for ail n > fc 4- 1. We then show that this définition coincides with the classical one
for finite groups and moreover, we obtain that if an infinité group G has period q
after k-steps then k>l.

In §2 we investigate what it means for a countable locally finite group to hâve

period q after k-steps. We obtain what one would expect, i.e. that a countable

locally finite group G has period q after k-steps iff every finite subgroup of G has

period q. Moreover, we hâve hère that k 1.

Then we show that there is an élément geHq(G, Z) such that cup product
with g

induces the natural isomorphism for ail i > 2.

Finally, in §3 we characterize the infinité locally finite p-groups which hâve

period q after k-steps. First, we point out two obvious candidates, i.e. the infinité
locally cyclic p-group and the infinité locally quaternion group, and then we show
that thèse are the only ones. This resuit dépends heavily on the well known
similar statement for periodic finite p-groups [Cartan + Eilenberg].

I wish to thank K. W. Gruenberg for his help during the préparation of this

paper.

§1. Periodicity after some "steps"

Let G be a group and ZG its intégral group ring. We work in the category of
left ZG-modules. If A is a ZG-module, by a resolution of A we shall always
mean a projective resolution of A.

178



On cohomological periodicity 179

DEFINITION. A group G is said to hâve period q after k-steps if there is an
exact séquence

Q » Rk+q > Pk+q-^i > ' ' * Pk > Pfc-1 > ' ' > Po * Z > 0

where Z is regarded as a trivial ZG-module, Rk+q Rk and P, 0<i<fc + q-l
are projective ZG-modules. We take R0 Z. If k 0 then G is said to hâve

period q. Having (1) we can form a resolution of G

Pi

V
by defining

and

n > 0, 0 < At < q rc > 0, 0 < A, < q

Such a resolution is naturally considered periodic after k-steps; we may refer to
(1) itself as a resolution of G which is periodic after fc-steps. If k 0 we call such

a resolution a periodic resolution of G.

Evidently the functors Hn(G, -) and Hn+q(G, -) are naturally isomorphic for
ail n>k + l.

Now let M, N be ZG-modules, g€Ext^G(M, N) and consider the following
diagram

where P* -* M, E*^>N are resolutions of M, N respectively and 0 : JRq -» M a
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q-cocycle representing g. Then 9 lifts to a chain map P* —» E* of degree -q and
this chain map induces cup product with g

U g : BxVZG (N, -) -* Ext£? (M, -) i > 0.

THEOREM 1.1. Lef G be a group. Then the following statements are

équivalent:

(i) G has period q after k-sieps
(ii) There is a resolution of G

P,PV
and an élément heBxt^G (Rk, Rk) such that for every ZG-module A cup product
with h

U h : BxfZG(Rk, A) > Ext£3 (Rk, A)

is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epimorphism for i 0. Note that

^j (Rk, A) H'+k(G, A) for i > 1, k s 0.

Proof. (i)=>(ii). Consider a resolution P^ of G which is periodic, or period q,
after k-steps

Pi: >P[ ?PU > >P'O *Z >0

\:
and the resolution PJ. | Rk of ,R'k

Pik: >P\ >P[-t > >P'k-^R'k >0.

Now there is an élément heExt^G(Rk, R'k) defined by P'k+q~^> Rk or in

Yoneda's interprétation of ExtlZG(-,-) by the multiple extension

0 >R'k >PU,-i > >P'k~^R'k >0.

Clearly, for any ZG-module A cup product with h

U h : Ext^G (JRk, A) > Ext£? (Jlk, A)
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is the identity for i > 1 and an epimorphism for i 0. (ii) => (i) can be easily
deduced from the following Theorem. It is due to C. T. C. Wall [[7], Theorem.
1.2]; however, we give hère a différent proof.

THEOREM 1.2. Let A, B be ZG-modules. IfgsBxtnZG (A, B) is such that for
any ZG-module E cup product with g

U g : E) ^on (A, E)

is injective for i 1 and surjective for i 0, then g is represented by a multiple
extension

0- B K Pn-7 0

with K, P, 0 < i < n - 2 projective ZG-modules.

Proof. Let P*-+ A, E*->B be resolutions of A and B respectively, and let

0:Rn-+ B be a cocycle representing g

_x >pn_2 > >P0 >A >0

tj p ~p D (\

Now 6 lifts to a chain map P* -» E* of degree -n which induces cup product with
g.

Let

X\n r x pj J

•1 I-

be a push-out diagram. Then |3 is injective and coker /3—coker y — Rn-X.

Now g is represented by 0 -* B -» K -> Pn_2 -> > Po -* A -> 0. We shall

show that K is a projective ZG-module.
Consider the diagram

0 >R
6

>B
i I-

•0

0 K-
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This gives rise to the following commutative diagram

> HomZG (B, E) -* ExtZG (Rn_u E) -> ExtZG (K, E) -> ExtZG (B, E) -> • •

> HomZG (Kn, E) -> ExtZG (K,!, E) -* ExtZG (P^, E) -> ExtZG (Rn, E)-* • • •

By hypothèses 0* : ExtZG (B, JE) -» ExtZG (Rn, E) =* ExtZGn (A, E) is injective and

50* :HomZG (B, E) -> ExtZG (K^, E) - ExtZG (A, E)

is surjective. Moreover, ExtZG (Pn_!, E) 0 since Pn_! is projective. Thus by the
commutativity of the diagram we obtain that ExtZG (K, E) 0, and this holds for
any ZG-module E. Hence K is a projective ZG-module.

Remark. If Pn_i, B are finitely generated ZG-modules then K is a finitely
generated module since from the push-out diagram we hâve an epimorphism

^K >0.

PROPOSITION 1.3. If G has period q after k-steps then so does every
subgroup H of G.

Proof. This follows from the fact that a projective ZG-module is a projective
ZH-module.

PROPOSITION 1.4. // G is an infinité group and has period q after k-steps
then fc>l.

Proof. Let H be a group which has period q and consider a periodic resolution
of H

0 >Z-^J^_1 > >P0 >Z >0.

Now im /3 v>H°(H, Pq_x). But Pq_j is a direct summand of an induced ZH-
module, and it is well known that if A is a non-trivial induced ZH-module then
H°(H, A)^0 iflf H is finite. The resuit follows.

LEMMA 1.5. If G is a finite group and has period q after k-steps, then G has

period q.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1 (i)=>(ii) there is a resolution of G

^ ^ ^ rxl > • - • > j-0 » Zu > u

V
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and an élément h e Ext|G (Rk, Rk) such that for every ZG-module A cup product
with h

U h : Ext^G (Rk, A) -> Ext£? (Rk, A)

is an isomorphism for i>l.
Now since G is a finite group, a projective ZG-module P is a direct summand

of a coinduced ZG-module; hence H'(G, P) 0 for ail i>l. Thus from (2) we
obtain an isomorphism

8 :Ext|G (JRk, Rk) -=^ ff»(G, Z).

Let h'eHq(G,Z) be the image of heExt£G(l*k, Rk) under ô. Then clearly for
any ZG-module A cup product with h'

is an isomorphism for i > k + 1.

Let 0—>C—>P-»A—>0 be a short exact séquence with P a projective
ZG-module. Then we obtain the following commutative diagram

Hn\G, A) — Hn+ql(G, A)

Hn(G,C) >Hn+q(G,C)
Uh'

where 8n, 8n+q are Connecting homomorphisms. But since H1 (G, P) 0 for ail
i ^ 1, ô, is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epimorphism for i — 1. Thus it follows
that cup product with h'

\Jhf:Hl(G,A) >Hl+q(G,A)

is an isomorphism for i > 1 and an epimorphism for i 0. The resuit now follows
from Theorem 1.1 (ii)=^(i).

PROPOSITION 1.6. If G has period q after k-steps then every finite subgroup

H of G has period q.

Proof. This follows from Proposition 1.3 and Lemma 1.5.

COROLLARY 1.7. // G fias period 2 after k-steps then every finite subgroup

H of G is cyclic.
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Proof. It is known [[6], Lemma 5.2] that a finite group H has period 2 iff it is

cyclic; hence the resuit follows from Proposition 1.6.

Let G be a group such that the functors HJ(G, -) and HJ+q(G, -) are naturally
isomorphic for some j^l. Consider a résolution of G

>PX >Pl_1 > >P0 >Z >0. (3)

V
Then clearly ExtZG (R,_u -)"* ExtZG (R,+q-u -). Thus by [[4], Thm. 2.6] there

exist projective ZG-modules Q1( O2 such that

Now (3) gives rise to the following exact séquence

o—,jRi+q_1eo2-^p/+q_2eo2—>p,+()_3—* *p,-2—?

—>p,_,eO! —>p,-2©Oi —>p,-3—> >p0—>z—*o (4)

Hence it follows from (4) and (*) that:

PROPOSITION 1.8. If the functors Hk(G,-) and Hk+q(G,-) are naturally
isomorphic for some À>2, then G has period q after k-l-steps.

Now let 7 1 and q>0. Clearly it follows that Hn(G,-)n-Hn+q(G,-) for ail

n^ 1. Thus by Proposition 1.8 G has period q after 1-step. But G is finite since
there is a monomorphism ça:Z® Q1—> Pq_t® Q2 (same argument as for the

proof of Proposition 1.4). Thus by Lemma 1.5 G has period q. Hence we hâve

proved:

PROPOSITION 1.9. If the functors H\G,-) and H1+q(G,-) are naturally
isomorphic for some q>0, then G is finite and has period q.

2. Periodic countable locally finite groups

In this section we state and prove our main Theorem. The proof is based on
direct limit arguments.
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PROPOSITION 2.1 [[1]]. Let (P,, À,,), be a countable direct System of projec-
tive ZG-modules. Then there exists an exact séquence 0—>Q—»Q—>P —* 0 where

P lim(Pl, À,;)r and Q is a projective ZG-module.

LEMMA 2.2. Let • • --*An -^> A^-^- • .-^Ai—1->A0~1be an exact séquence of ZG-modules such that for every n >0 there is a resolution

Pn*-*K of the form 0->Pn>1 -^ P^o3^ A. ->0. 1/ {aJJiP,*-^-!* are

chain maps /i/fing a; : A; —» AJ_1 j > 1 fhen rhere ts a resolution P^-^coker ax

where

/c>0

Pfc-1,0© Pk-2,l

and e tt 3q.

Note that PtJ is understood to be zéro if i<0 or /<0.

Proof. We hâve the following commutative diagram

>An-^->An_1 > - • • >A1-^-> Ao—

> p^Q 2_^ Pnl 0 » • > Plo 2_> PQ Q

4 arî 4 h

Now it is easily seen that this gives rise to the resolution P* —>coker ax.

We shall need the following notion.

Let (G,, 7,^! be a direct System of groups. For i e I let (C*, d*) be a ZG,-chain
complex. If i</ then let cl} :(C*, ô*)-> (Ci, dJ*) be a ZGt-chain map, where

(Ci, dJ*) is considered as a ZG,-chain complex via yl} : G, —» G,, such that

(1) c,, is the identity chain map of (Ci,di), for ail iel and

(2) if i<j<k then c]kcl} clk as ZG,-chain maps.
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We call ((Ci, c&), c^j a direct System of chain complexes over the direct System of

groups (G,, yl;)r. In particular let (A,, alJ)I be a direct System of modules over the
direct System of groups (G,, yti)j. Clearly (A,, a,,)j is a direct System of abelian

groups and if A lim (A,, av)j then G lim (G,, yt])i acts on A in a natural way
[[2], ch. 2, §6, nos 6, 7].

Moreover, if Bt ZG® A, and ft : B, -* B.
ZG,

x <8> a, —» x ® at]at
ZGt ZG,

then it follows that (B,, ft,)r is a direct System of ZG-modules and lim (B,, px])t —

A as ZG-modules.
Recall that if X is a class of groups, then a group G is said to be locally an

X-group if every finite set of éléments of G is contained in sorne X-subgroup of
G.

THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a countable locally finite group ail of whose finite
subgroups hâve period q. Then G has period q after l-step.

Proof. It is easily seen that there is a direct System of finite subgroups of G

over J {1, 2, 3,... }, (G,, el})l9 with ei; : G, —» G} inclusions and G lim (Gp ei;)f.

By hypothesis for each i e I we hâve a periodic resolution Pi of G,

Pi :0 >Z >Plq_1 > >P\

Now consider the following diagram

Pi' 0—>z—>p;_x—> >pï—> zg, -^
•¦A 4 1 IIPi+r 0 > Z > P£ï Pi+r ZGl+1 -û^ Z

Since Pi+1 is evidently a resolution of G, via ell+1 : G, —» GI+1 we can lift idz to a

ZG,-chain map ^Jl+1 : Pi' -> Pi+r.
Then ^J1+1 induces a map h:Z-*Z (multiplication by h) which need not be

the identity on Z.
Our aim is to find a periodic resolution Pi+1 of Gl+1 and a ZG,-chain map

Qn+i'-Pi —*Pi+1 which lifts idz on the right and induces idz on the left. Now the

map QÏt+i induces an isomorphism between the cohomology groups of G, defined

using Pi and those defined using Pi+1. On Hq(Gl9Z) this map is obviously
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multiplication by h. Since Hq{Gt, Z)^Z\\G\ Z by the periodicity, it follows that
(fi, |G,|) 1; hence there are integers À1,A2 such that 1 À1ft + À2 |GJ.

Let À À1 + x|GI| where x p1*-*pm with p} l</<m primes such that

P} | |GI+1| and p^lGj, p;>Ax for ail l</<m. If no such primes exist, take x 1.

Then

=1 and 1 Àh + (À2-xh) |GJ (*).

Consider p*+1 as a projective resolution of Gl+1. Then idz is a q-cocycle
which defines an élément gl + leHq(Gl+1, Z). Clearly Agl+1eHq(Gl+1, Z) is rep-
resented by the q-cocycle A:Z—»Z (multiplication by À). We shall show that
ÀgI+1 g HQ(Gl+1, Z) Ext5:Gl+] (Z, Z) is represented by a multiple extension

Pi+1:0 >Z >P^l\ >P^ >P\+l >ZGl+l >Z >0

with P'k+1 1 < k < q - 1 projective ZGl+1-modules. By Theorem 1.2 it is enough to
show that for any ZGI+1-module A cup product with Àgl+1

UAgl+1:Hk(Gl+1,A) >Hk+<(Gl+1,A)

is injective for k 1 and surjective for fc 0. This follows easily since cup
product with Agl+1 is multiplication by A for k 0,1 and we hâve that (A, |Gl+1|) 1.

Note that |Gl+1| Hk(Gl+u A) 0 for ail fc>l and by the periodicity
H«(Gl+u A)- AG-/ŒgeGt+1 g)A where AG--HomZGi+i (Z, A).

Moreover, from the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain the following commuta-
tive diagram

0

Clearly L'eîI+1:P£-»P;+1 is a ZGt-chain map.
Now consider P^ as a resolution of G,. Then idz is a q-cocycle which defines

an élément ^eWiG^Z).
Clearly the q-cocycle Ah :Z—>• Z represents Àfeg,. But from (*) A/Tgt g, since

|GJ g, 0. Hence the cocycles h and idz represent the same élément. So there
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exists y : P'q-i -» Z such that idz -\h y[xv If we now take /3a + /LLl+1y instead of
/3a we still hâve a chain map P^-^P1*1 which now induces idz on the left. We
call this chain map gil+i, i.e. we hâve the following commutative diagram

Pi' o—>z—>p;'_i—> >p\ —> zGt-^z—>o
°H idi 1 I I h

Pi+1 0 > Z > P£.\ > > P\+1 > ZGl+l -**» Z > 0.

Take P| P|. Then given P* and P| we construct as above a periodic resolution
P| of G2 and a ZGi-chain map Qt 2 : P* —> P* which lifts idz on the right and
induces idz on the left. In this way we construct inductively a direct System

(Pi » Qij)i °f periodic resolutions over the direct System of groups (G,, ci;)x. Clearly
ftj(l<j):Pi —> Pi are given as &; ^_1; • • • çll+1 and they lift idz on the right and
induce idz on the left.

Now since direct limit préserves exactness, taking the direct limit of (Pi, ^)j
we obtain the following exact séquence of ZG-modules

0 >Z-^\imPlq_l^^\imPlq_2 > >lim Pi-^*ZG-^-* Z >0

(*)'

By splicing together copies of (*)' we obtain an exact séquence of ZG-modules

^lim P;_! -2»=a> >lim P\ -^ ZG

-^^limP;,!-^^ >lïm P\-^+ZG-^Z >0 (1)

where aq de.

By Proposition 2.1 we hâve resolutions QJîic—?lim P] of the form

j0 >limP; >0 forall l</<q-

Now the hypothèses of Lemma 2.2 hold for (1). Moreover, it is clear that we can
choose hère the chain maps {aJJ} of Lemma 2.2 so as
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Thus by Lemma 2.2 we obtain a resolution of G

Q2,o © Oi,i q+2> Oi,o q+l> ZG 0 Oq-i,i ¦

v/

V
with dq+2 d2' O2,o© Qi,i~* Qi,o- Hence Rq+1 —Kx; whence the resuit follows.

Remark. Note that in view of Proposition 1.4, Theorem 2.3 is the best

possible we can obtain if G is an infinité countable locally finite group.

COROLLARY 2.4. Let G be a countable locally finite group. Then the

following statements are équivalent:
(i) G fias period q after k-steps.

(ii) Every finite subgroup of G has period q.

Moreover, k 0 if G is finite and k 1 if G is infinité.

Proof. (i)^(ii) follows from Proposition 1.6, (ii) =£> (i) is a conséquence of
Theorem 2.3.

Now if G is a finite group and P a projective ZG-module then H1 (G, P) 0 for
ail i>l. We hâve an analogous resuit for a countable locally finite group:

PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a countable locally finite group and P a

projective ZG-module. Then H](G, P) 0 for ail j > 2.

Proof. It follows easily from the following resuit [[5], p. 158, Lemma 4.1].
If G is a countable locally finite group and A a ZG-module such that for some

n>2
Hn(K, A) 0 Hnl(K, A) for ail finite subgroups K of G, then Hn(G, A) 0.

Now let G be a countable locally finite group which has period q after k-steps.
Then by Corollary 2.4 G has period q after 1-step. Thus by Theorem 1.1 (i) 4> (ii)
there is a resolution of G

>P> >P1.1 > >P0 >Z >0

V
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and an élément g'e Ext|G (JRl5 Rx) such that for every ZG-module A cup product
with g'

is an isomorphism for ail i > 1.

By Proposition 2.5 if P is a projective ZG-module then H1 (G, P) 0 for ail

/>2. Having this resuit one obtains from (2) that Ext^G(K1? RJ-^-* Hq(G, Z);
note that q^2 since by Proposition 1.6 q is a period of every finite subgroup of
G, and that is known to be even [[3], ch. XII, p. 261].

Now if geHq(G,Z) corresponds to g'eExt^dR^ Rx) under 8 then one
clearly has that for any ZG-module A cup product with g

Ug:Hl(G,A) >Hl+q(G,A)

is an isomorphism for ail i > 2. Thus we hâve proved that:

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let G be a countable locally finite group which has period
q after k-steps, Then there is an élément geHq(G,Z) such that for any ZG-
module A cup product with g

Ug:H'(G,A) >Hl+q(G,A)

is an isomorphism for ail i>2.

§3. Periodic locally finite p-groups

The following well known theorem characterizes the finite p-groups which
hâve period

THEOREM 3.1 [[3], ch. XII, Thm. 11.6]. For a finite p-group G the following
statements are équivalent:
(i) G has period q>0

(ii) G is either cyclic or is a (generalized) quaternion group.
Moreover, a cyclic group has period 2 and a (generalized) quaternion group has

period 4.

We shall characterize the infinité locally finite p-groups which hâve period
q>0 after k-steps.
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I. Consider an infinité locally cyclic p-group. It is easily seen that such a group is

uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the prime p and is given by

Cpoc <Cl, c2,..., c,,... ; cÇ 1, c\ cl9..., cf+1 c,.. .>.

IL Recall that a (generalized) quaternion group Q2i is given by

Q2i — (x, y ; *2' 2
— y2, xyx y) i ^ 3.

One easily shows that a (generalized) quaternion group Q2i contains a normal
cyclic subgroup C of index 2, which is characteristic if i > 3, and every élément of
O2i\C is of order four and inverts every élément of C. Having this resuit and

following the proof of Proposition 1.1.2 [8], one shows:

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Gbea locally quaternion group. Then G has a locally
cyclic normal subgroup C of index 2, and every élément of G\C is of order four and
inverts every élément of C.

COROLLARY 3.3. Up to isomorphism there exists only one infinité locally
quaternion group, namely

02°° <Ci,.. .,cn,. ..,y; c2=l,. c*+1 cn,..., y2 cu

cytct 1 ail i s> 1).

Proof. This follows easily from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that up to
isomorphism there exists only one infinité locally cyclic 2-group, namely, C2°°.

PROPOSITION 3.4. (i) An infinité locally cyclic p-group has period 2 after
1-step.

(ii) An infinité locally quaternion group has period 4 after 1-step.

Proof. (i) Clearly it is enough to consider Cpoo. Now Cpoo is a countable group.
Moreover, every finite subgroup of Cpoo is cyclic, hence by Theorem 3.1 it has

period 2. The resuit now follows from Theorem 2.3.

(ii) By Corollary 3.3 it is enough to consider Q2œ. Clearly Q2oo is countable.

Moreover, if K is a finite subgroup of Q2oo then K is contained in some

(generalized) quaternion group; hence by Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 1.3 K has

period 4. Now the resuit follows from Theorem 2.3.
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THEOREM 3.5. For an infinité locally finite p-group G the following state-
ments are équivalent:
(i) G has period q>0 after k-steps.
(ii) G is either Cpoo or Q2oc.

Moreover, k 1. If G Cpoo then q 2 and if G Q2oo then q 4.

Proof. (i) ^ (ii). Let G hâve period q after k-steps. By Proposition 1.6 every
finite subgroup of G has period q and therefore by Theorem 3.1 every finite
subgroup of G is either cyclic or is a (generalized) quaternion group. Thus G is

either an infinité locally cyclic p-group or an infinité locally quaternion group, i.e.
G is either Cp00 of by Corollary 3.3, G is Q2oo. (ii) => (i) follows from Proposition
3.4.
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